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ALTERING SPACE AND FORMING PLACE
AT THE SCHOOL
By HALEY WEISS
Published 05/23/15

Initiating a dialogue between four artists of diverting origins and mediums, "A Change of Place:
Four Solo Exhibitions" opened yesterday at Jack Shainman Gallery's The School, a converted
schoolhouse two hours outside of Manhattan in Kinderhook, New York. With works ranging from
Pierre Dorion's quietly evocative, minimalist site-specific paintings to Richard Mosse's surreal
infrared photographs of the Democratic Republic of Congo's scarred landscape, the four-fold
show covers vast territory, but its atmosphere remains constant: introspective, unselfish, and
challenging.
To call the practice of each included artist (Dorion and Mosse, plus Hayv Kahraman and Garnett
Puett) unique would be accurate, albeit an oversimplification. As a painter keenly aware of
formalism, Dorion has created works based on the exhibition spaces in which he shows for the

last 10 years. After photographing the space, he reconstructs each image with his brush and a
canvas, intimating how space forms experience. Through sculpture, audio, and painting, Hayv
Kahraman elicits her experience as a refugee who fled Iraq as a child. Her recent paintings—
perhaps most aptly classified as sonic shields—depict nude women and are delicately pierced,
allowing pyramids of acoustic foam to poke through the surface, altering and absorbing the sound
of the surrounding space. The results pose a formidable counterpoint to the sirens of war. Mosse's
photographs also emerge from the violence of war, as he shot in Iraq during its occupation by the
United States military, as well as among sectarian violence in the Congo for the last five years. For
Garnett Puett, a beekeeper by trade, the show marks a return to the art world and an opportunity
to revisit his "apisculptures," sculptural armatures upon which bees have worked, forming their
signature geometric comb. Puett also allows bees to enter and exit beehives inside the gallery
through holes in the wall (he will technically be working throughout the show's duration). As a
whole, the varied works and artistic practices suggest a multifaceted understanding of place and,
furthermore, how it may emerge out of space.
Prior to the opening, we spoke with each artist to learn more about their origins.
PIERRE DORION

BORN: 1959 in Ottawa, Canada

BASED: Montreal, Canada
SPACE AS SUBJECT: My subjects are always the spaces in between, those kinds of spaces that
are easy to overlook because you're going to a gallery to focus on the art object, the installation,
or whatever is there. I'm looking at the absence of the art object and the space that's in between
in [those] visits, like the architecture.
MY FIRST PAINTINGS WERE BASED ON... photos from the 19th century, from Nadar. They
were historical figures borrowed from that body of work. This was almost 40 years ago, but I think
it's quite close to what I do now. I was interested in some abstract approaches to figuration or
images, and also the presence of the history of painting or the history of making images and
photographic practices, and those concerns are still pretty present in my work. At the time I was
using portraits—the human figure. Now the figure is absent but its [absence] is still perceptible in
those spaces.
BECOMING SITE-SPECIFIC: A long time ago, 30 years ago, maybe more than that, I was creating
installations using the whole architectural setting I was exhibiting in as support material. At that
time I would really invest the whole space with paint, with my work, my paintings, but I would
also paint on the walls, the ceiling, and everything, creating a kind of fictional, cultural space—a
fictional art gallery or maybe a fictional artist studio. It was more postmodern and in tune with
the kind of art that was happening at that time, and it was also a distanced way to approach
painting with a bit of irony but without dwelling too much on the practice. From those
installations, I started to work very closely every time with the space that I was going to have an
exhibition at.
THE SCHOOL: I was very intrigued by the fact that there are these two classrooms that have been
more or less been left in their original state. They moved all the accessories, all the blackboards
and everything, but you can see the traces of the past of those rooms. It's in contrast with the very
designed, white cube, contemporary architecture look of the rest of the space. I wanted to have
those two aspects cohabit in my installation.
REMEMBRANCE... is a constant interest in my work—a strange presence of absence, in a way.

HAYV KAHRAMAN

BORN: 1981 in Baghdad, Iraq

BASED: Los Angeles, California
THE SIRENS: The trigger was this sonic memory I have of growing up in Baghdad, and that was
the sound of the sirens. The siren is basically a warning for an air raid. Whenever we'd be hit by
air raids and bombs, etcetera, the siren would start. This was during the Gulf War in Iraq, so in
1991. Come to think of it, I've heard that sound throughout my life and childhood because the
Iran-Iraq war actually started when I was four. My parents, when I asked them about the sound
of the sirens, they recall having me as a little baby driving in the car in Baghdad and hearing that
sound, and just completely panicking and driving into an alleyway, ducking in the back seat of the
car holding me underneath them, waiting for it to go away. My experience, I wouldn't say was that
traumatic. I was nine, 10 years old and heard it and remember running inside and we would just
take cover, basically.
RESISTANCE: Sound waves shift around the surface of the [foam] pyramids and then they
disperse. I started incorporating the foam into the canvas work by cutting the linen and having
the foam penetrate from the back to the front. That act of surgically slicing through the linen was
cathartic. There was a resistance there to the whole idea of war. That action was really significant.
The paintings became objects that would alter the sound of the space they're in; they're not just
paintings hanging on the wall.
SEEING HERSELF IN HER WORK: My work is very, very personal and autobiographical. Being
a refugee going to Sweden—that's where we fled to during the [Gulf] War—I felt that I had to
somehow assimilate and leave myself behind in order to be able to survive, to blend in, and
become one of them. When you do that, you lose yourself somewhat and these are teenage years,
so add that to the mix, all the hormones and everything. I've also been through an abusive
marriage and I think the violence in the way that the body is dismembered [in my work] probably
also stems from that. I remember when I first moved to the U.S. and I was still married in that
abusive relationship, I started painting these figures. The subject matter was female genital
mutilation, honor killings, and beheadings—really violent things—and my mom would call me
from Sweden and say, "Hayv, are you okay? What's going on?" I'd say, "Well, yes, I'm fine, I just
feel an affinity with these women, with their stories." At the time I was in denial about what I was
going through and a lot of it surfaced in the work and still does. The dismemberment is very
personal in that sense, but a lot of the subject matter and the theories are very research-based.
THE IDEA OF PLACE... obviously is very loaded, especially for me having left my home, moved
places, and being of this nomadic [experience]. It carries a lot. If you were to ask me where my
home is, I wouldn't know what to answer. I would never be able to say I'm an American; IraqiAmerican does not feel right; I'm almost more comfortable saying an Iraqi-Swede but that's also
incorrect at this point in my life. If I say I'm Iraqi, how Iraqi am I? It's really problematic. My
parents left at an older age so they have a sense of an archive of memories from that place and
that time that I don't have—mine are very limited. In a way, that's probably why I obsess about
them in my work. My work deals with memories, archiving them, and reliving them. I miss [Iraq]
but I'm a foreigner and I would be a stranger in Iraq. And what do I really miss? It's really a
memory that I miss.
RICHARD MOSSE

BORN: 1980 in Kilkenny, Ireland

BASED: Brooklyn, New York

BEING A "CONCEPTUAL DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHER": I do think conceptual art tends
to be very dry, and sometimes even approaching emotionless; there's no space for emotion. It's
almost like emotion is a very dirty thing. That's the only place I think that the term "conceptual
documentary photographer" may not be the most accurate [way to describe me]. But at the same
time I wouldn't want to be called a romantic, either.
THE LAST TRIP, FOR NOW: This show is sort of a finishing point, a summing up. I wouldn't say
a conclusion, but it's a final show in some respects, at least emotionally for me. I went back to
Congo last May, June, and July to bring [back] The Enclave, which is a multi-screen video
installation that I made. I'd shown it around Europe at various museums and at a few museums
in the U.S. and Australia, so it had a good run, but I didn't feel like I could really say I'd finished
the project or completed the circle until I brought that work back to Congo. It was a very symbolic
thing to do, really, but it was also the right thing to do—to bring the thing back home and show
the subjects the work that I'd made of them in their landscape. It was not without risk as well, as
you can imagine in a place beset by war crimes, intimidation, and all kinds of conflict; the war in
eastern Congo [makes it] quite an unstable place. In the end, it worked really well and no one got
killed, no one was hurt, it was very well received—not by everybody, there was a lot of criticism
from certain people, but a lot of people responded well to it. We had visits from groups of former
child soldiers who recognized it and had fought in the remote locations where we'd shot. There
was a real sense of catharsis for people like that and even moto-taxi drivers just came in, they'd
heard there was a free show, and they were overwhelmed emotionally when they came out. I'd
love to go back in 10 years on a holiday, but my heart is in a different place. It does feel like a while
ago, Congo, for me; it feels like it's in the past even though it's not that long ago since I was there.
8 X 10 CAMERA: It's still my best friend. It's the person I go to when I'm feeling my most blue
and it knows all of my inner secrets. [laughs] It's a very beautiful tool, like a fly fishing rod. It's
very simple, in a way, very pure. I'm never letting that go.
THE HUMAN CONDITION: I've met a lot of war criminals in Congo, shook a lot of hands with
blood on them, and everyone's got a side, everyone's got a story to tell; even the ones that are
deeply suspicious of photographers or the press, and who are regarded as pariahs, even they have
their side of the story, their historical narrative. We're talking about people who carried out the
Rwandan genocide, who live deep in the bush in Congo or are hiding from their own acts and have
nowhere to go. The victims of conflict tend to have this extraordinary sense of not just
gregariousness but also a sense of the world that we in the West don't understand—a sense of the
absurd. That sounds very flippant, I don't mean they have a great sense of humor, I mean that
they understand the world in a very different way than people who are not used to living with
tragedy. In the most miserable refugee camps, kids are completely overwhelmed with joy, and it's
amazing, actually, how much survival instinct there is, how much people can deal with.
GARNETT PUETT

BORN: 1959 in Hahira, Georgia

BASED: Kona, Hawaii
NUMBER OF BEES ABUZZ: 30,000
A RETURN: I pulled out of the art gallery scene in the mid to late '90s. For this show I worked on
several pieces that I never finished in the '90s that I've had stored. I had a chance to finish them
and repair a couple that got damaged in transit years ago. [I've] re-birthed them actually—that's
sort of what this show is all about. It's great to finally get the time to come and do this.

A FOURTH GENERATION BEEKEEPER: We were beekeepers in south Georgia during the gold
rush of queen breeding. The queen is very essential to the hive and my great-grandfather started
producing queens at about the turn of the century, around 1910 or 1920. I got my first hive for my
birthday at five years old. I'd go out there and get startled—it was an adventure. Once you work
with bees and have been stung hundreds of thousands of times, you have no fear and it's just like
a boxer getting punched; one punch isn't going to do it. I learned that immediately, I think the
four generations bred that into me. I tried to get away from it after working with bees all of my
childhood and teenager years; I went to college and threw the whole bee world away for the art
world, but obviously I couldn't get away from it. I went through the process of doing hundreds of
pieces and that whole process just got me back to my innate knowledge of bees from when I was
five years old. I sort of went full circle in my life.
DAY-TO-DAY: I'm doing 95 percent honey production. We produce probably 400,000 pounds of
honey per year. When I get time I go and work on the sculptural work.
THE HIVE: Once they're installed with the queen and the feed in the [sculptural] form, they want
to go out and forage to bring in pollen and nectar. They'll fly just a few feet at first, and then a few
yards, and it'll end up being maybe half a mile that they'll fly and come back. They navigate
themselves and want to come back to that queen, that's one of the keys to it. I design for the scale
of the sculpture so I know what kind of comb building they'll do and where they're going to do it,
so I lead them that way. They go their natural way but with direction—just like with a normal hive,
you have wooden frames that you can pull out of the hive. It's the same technology; we're leading
them into a form that they do their natural work on.
NATURE IN MIND: I wanted people to be aware that these bees are out there—they're living,
they're dying. I knew this was a way to get people focused on the environment. I was interacting
with the bees in this collaboration, and I wasn't doing it for honey production or the commercial
aspects of bee keeping. I was actually working with them very closely and giving them a nice place
and a good notoriety, and making people more aware of how fascinating bees are.
"A CHANGE OF PLACE: FOUR SOLO EXHIBITIONS" IS CURRENTLY ON VIEW AT THE
SCHOOL IN KINDERHOOK, NEW YORK AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC EVERY SATURDAY.
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Going Beyond Space, Tradition and Society
By PETER PLAGENS

July 18, 2014

Hito Steyerl:
How Not To Be Seen:
A F**king Didactic Educational Installation

Andrew Kreps
537 W. 22nd St. (212) 741-8849
Through Aug. 15
Hito Steyerl (b. 1966) has more credentials than a peace-conference diplomat. She holds a
Ph.D. in philosophy from the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna, has had solo shows both at the
Art Institute of Chicago and the Institute of Contemporary Arts in London and a retrospective
exhibition that just closed at the Van Abbe Museum in the Netherlands. Ms. Steyerl is also a
professor of multimedia art in Berlin and sometimes teaches at Bard College here. Perhaps
predictably, her art has to do with such academic-sounding topics as, the gallery says, the
"thoroughly globalized, digitized condition…the fluidity and mutability of images—how they are
produced, interpreted, translated, packaged, transported, and consumed by a multitude of
users." Sure enough, the featured work in this exhibition is a 14-minute video with the same
profane title as the show. (The other works—a brief video of a flat-screen monitor being
smashed, and some sculpture that look like props for the longer piece—are clearly side dishes).
The thrust of the video runs in two directions. On one hand, the stentorian (and amateurish)
voice of the narrator over shots of military calibration targets in the California desert seems to
inveigh against ubiquitous government surveillance. On the other, gossamer images of people
in burqas and white silhouettes of inhabitants of a gated community, as well as what the
narrator calls simply "being a female over 50," appear to complain about the unfair social
invisibility of certain groups. Ms. Steyerl's technologically sophisticated but conceptually
overcrowded video can't seem to make up its mind between scolding and parodying. She may
simply know too much to be able to shoehorn it all onto a screen in a quarter of an hour, or she
may just need to put a little more art—the F-word doesn't count—into her art.

Nicola Samori:
Begotten, Not Made

Ana Cristea
521 W. 26th St., (212) 904-1100
Through Friday
Being an Italian modern artist has never been easy. The crushing cultural weight of Roman
sculpture, Renaissance painting and Baroque architecture compels a painter either to imitate
older art and hope that his skill can stand the comparison or to rebel against the luxury of
Roman and Florentine beauty and slash canvases or put artist's excrement in cans (as did
Lucio Fontana and Piero Manzoni, respectively, in the 1950s and '60s). There is, however, a
third option—embellishing traditional painting with tropes of modernist dread. This is what Nicola
Samori (b. 1977), whose studio is a former church near the city of Ravenna, Italy, practices with
melodramatic flair.
Painting shadowy Old Master-ish images on linen, wood or even copper, Mr. Samori then adds
gobs of paint that make his subjects seem to grow tumors and melt toward the bottom of the
picture. He blends everything so adroitly that skin is revealed as meat—as in the female figure
appropriately titled "Fondamenta della Carne" (2014)—and meat is sometimes transformed into
rock. Think Odd Nerdrum, with less Nordic bulk and more Italian finesse.
It's mannerist in the extreme, and a little pretentious, too. Mr. Samori's work is like an overpriced
dinner in a candle-lighted restaurant with the ambience of an opera set. But all that butter and
salt tastes so good. I know I shouldn't like it—but I do.

Pierre Dorion

Jack Shainman
524 W. 24th St., (212) 337-3372
Through Friday
The method of well-regarded Canadian artist Pierre Dorion (b. 1959), who enjoyed a solo show
at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Montreal in 2012, is straightforward. He takes
photographs of architectural details and copies them—larger and simplified—in oil paint on
canvas. Lately, he's focused on spaces in art galleries and museums, a choice some admirers
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see as a version of what's called "institutional critique." True, a painting such as "Untitled (FS)"
(2014)—a view of two minimalist rooms containing the work of the late artist Fred Sandback,
who worked with installations consisting of straight, taut lengths of yarn—could reasonably be
seen as a comment on the way that a museum exhibition that goes beyond the physical
boundaries of painting can be recaptured within a painting. But in the context of Mr. Dorion's
other pictures—clean, smooth, austere, quite un-jarring and tastefully colored compositions
involving the likes of elevator doors and a shut-tight blind—they appear to be much less
argumentative. In fact, the word "pleasant" would just about cover them all.
—Mr. Plagens is
an artist and writer
in New York
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Blake Gopnik’s Latest Sightings
JULY 2, 2014, 1:58 PM

Daily Pic: At Jack Shainman, a Marriage of
Canadian Traditions

Today’s image goes up in memory and honor of Claude Simard, the French-Canadian co-founder of Jack
Shainman Gallery in New York, who died suddenly last week. It shows “Granada I” and “Granada II,” two
canvases by French-Canadian artist Pierre Dorion now (more appropriately than ever) showing at
Shainman. The pairing of abstraction and representation is obvious to the naked eye. For Canadians,
however, the two pictures represent a special and unlikely marriage of two of the country’s strongest
traditions: The hard surfaces of Maritime realism (Alex Colville being its most famous proponent) and the
hard edges of Quebecois abstraction (Claude Tousignant, Guido Molinari, Yves Gaucher). Both traditions
came of age in the 1960s, when the nation as a whole did, and both still have great force for what goes on
there.
Claude trained as a painter in Ottawa, where Canada’s Anglo and French cultures meet. If only he were
here to tell us more about that encounter…
For a full inventory of past Daily Pics visit blakegopnik.com/archive.
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AT THE GALLERIES: Dorion at
Dalhousie like a hall of mirrors
April 20, 2013 - BY ELISSA BARNARD ARTS REPORTER | AT THE GALLERIES

Stack, by Pierre Dorion, is an example of the artist’s work that is both minimalist and realist. (RYAN TAPLIN / Staff)

After spending a winter in renovation hell, there is only one word that rushes out of me when I
see Pierre Dorion’s massive paintings at the Dalhousie Art Gallery.
“Space!”
Dorion offers vast, open spaces with crisp lines and architectural elements. Think Christopher
Pratt.
However, Dorion is more urban than Pratt. His 27 works in a Musee d’art contemporain de
Montreal exhibit are concerned with art history and the experience of viewing art, as well as with
architecture, light and space.
A Montreal realist verging on abstraction, Dorion was born in Ottawa in 1959 and has an exhibit
of his oil on linen paintings going back to small, dark, closeted spaces depicted in the 1990s and
forward to gigantic, striped, minimalist concoctions and passionate gradations of light.
Barnard, Elissa. “At The Galleries: Dorion at Dalhousie like a hall of mirrors.” The Chronicle Herald, 20 April 2013.
<http://thechronicleherald.ca/thenovascotian/1124181-at-the-galleries-dorion-at-dalhousie-like-a-hall-of-mirrors>

He puts monolithic black box sculptures in beige multi-layered gallery spaces within paintings.
There is a hall of mirrors feeling to being a viewer in an art gallery looking at a painting of art in
a minimalist gallery space much like Dalhousie’s.
The viewer teeters between a sense of realism and illusion.
In 1999, Dorion hung paintings in an empty white-walled apartment in a once-luxurious
downtown Montreal building. This exhibit includes a video of the apartment with the paintings,
as well as some of the actual paintings.
Then there is a painting done of the apartment itself with an ornate ceiling lamp like a beacon in
a drama of hallways and doorways. Within the painting is a painting of messy clothes in a
corner.
It’s a wonderful magic trying to puzzle this all out.
Some images are serene abstracted realism, like a shingled wall against blue space with a pile
of drywall and boards, very much like a Pratt painting but a bit messier.
Some of Dorion’s earlier works are more realistic. As opposed to a later, humongous painting of
a window blind that could be a 1960s minimalist stripe creation, there is a realistic shingled wall
with paint that is eroded and an odd black window.
There is a mystery and tension in Dorion’s work in the empty spaces from a deserted art gallery
to a subterranean-feeling space like a defunct bar with a deep black interior and hanging lights
from a decayed ceiling.
A graduate of the University of Ottawa in 1981, Dorion has exhibited regularly in Montreal and
New York, as well as across Canada and Europe. This exhibit, curated by Mark Lanctot of the
Musee d’art contemporain de Montreal, runs to May 12. Gallery hours are Tuesday to Friday, 11
a.m. to 5 p.m.; weekends, noon to 5 p.m.
Next year, Dalhousie Art Gallery is the location for a contemporary realist painting exhibit of 50
paintings by 10 to 20 Nova Scotia artists.
It runs Jan. 17 to March 9 and is curated by Canadian art writer-curator Tom Smart with Peter
Dykhuis, Dalhousie Art Gallery director-curator, acting as “co-pilot.”
Dykhuis sees this exhibit as starting the conversation.
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Pierre Dorion ventures out of the ordinary
By John Pohl, Gazette Visual-Arts Critic October 12, 2012

The windows depicted in Intérieur are representative of the empty spaces and subdued colours in Pierre
Dorion’s paintings. (Photo: Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal)

A new exhibition at the Musée d’art contemporain shows why Pierre Dorion merits his place at the top of
Montreal’s artistic pantheon.
With Dorion, the whole is greater than the sum of its 70 parts — the number of paintings in this mid-career
survey.
One or two Dorion paintings, often portraying empty spaces in subdued colours, in a group show can
seem somewhat dreary. But in an exhibition this large, it is evident that Dorion is succeeding in his quest
to, as he put it in an interview, “take something ordinary and inject it with intrigue.”
The subjects are indeed ordinary and spare: a set of windows in Intérieur; passageways leading to rooms
in Vestibule (Chambres avec vues); a pile of boards in Stack. But these crisply painted works are
reflections on the materiality of our world.
“The feeling is of interiority, not loneliness,” Dorion said.
Every painting represents something, he added, but as his work becomes more abstract, the “something”
can be as tenuous as a fragment of a minimalist artwork or the space between it and another work.
The exhibition begins with paintings Dorion installed in 1999 in a luxury apartment facing Lafontaine Park
that was built during the optimistic years between Expo 67 and the Olympics. Some of the paintings, like
Telephone and Vestibule, mimic the space’s furnishings.
The park was also a meeting place for gay men, curator Mark Lanctôt notes in the exhibition catalogue, a
theme picked up by David Deitcher in his essay.
Deitcher identifies the rows of coloured bars in Dorion’s most recent and most abstract work, Gate (The
Piers), as an allusion to a waterfront area in New York used by gay men to engage in public sex. Deitcher
sees in Gate a reference to a generation that was decimated by AIDS.
Dorion’s use of real space and the attendant emotional content differentiates his abstract works from
those of his Plasticien forebears, who purposely masked emotion in their non-objective painting, Deitcher
writes. It also created a barrier between their artwork and the viewer.
Dorion, however, is a postmodernist who leaves the meaning of a painting open for the viewer to
complete, Deitcher said.
Dorion confirmed this in his interview: “I’m trying to create a closed sector between the viewer and the
artwork.”
Sharing the spotlight with Dorion at the contemporary-art museum is Janet Biggs, a Brooklyn-based video
artist who offers documentary collages of individuals in harsh environments.
She subverts the documentary form in her beautifully constructed videos. There is music, but no voiceover or narrative. The segments are cut and pasted out of sequence.
One shows a sulphur miner in Indonesia, his face covered by a scarf, boring into live volcanoes for
sulphur crystals he must then convey down a steep trail in wicker baskets balanced on his shoulders.
Another video shows a man paddling a kayak through Arctic waters full of ice floes.
The Pierre Dorion and Janet Biggs exhibitions continue to Jan. 6 at the Musée d’art contemporain de
Montréal, 185 Ste. Catherine St. W. Visit www.macm.org.

